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The Committee on Publications has prepared these rules of

style to standardize the practice in University publications. It

has intentionally made them as brief and as few as possible.

The rules cover only those common cases in regard to

which uniform practice is necessary. Where theire are differ-

ent usages, each with good authority behind it, tlie committee

has adopted the usage which seemed to it the most logical, the

best established, or in the best taste.

These rules are to be followed in all Univeisity publica-

tions. Members of the administrative staff and faculty, and

stenographers preparing copy for publication, are requested to

familiarize themselves with them.

F*rinters handling authorized University copy are expected

to follow this style unless variations are specifically indicated

by the editor. Doubtful questions not covered by these rules

are to be referred to the standing committee on style.

I. Ge:ns:rai, PrincipIvS:s

The present tendency is toward simplicity in typographical

form and a sparing use of capitals and of punctuation marks.

These, when used in profusion, mar the appearance of a page

and confuse the reader more than they help. Two general

rules therefore are:

1. Capitalisation. Use capitals sparingly. When in doubt

do not capitalize.

2. Punctuation. Use punctuation marks sparingly and only

when and as required for a proper interpretation by the reader.



Positive and established rules are few and those that are

prescribed below for University of Washington publications are

laid down because they accord with good usage and uniformity is

desirable.

11. Capitauzation

Capitalize :

All proper nouns, but not common nouns except as hereafter

specified.

The first word in direct quotations, or following a colon that

introduces a formal statement or direct quotation.

Principal words in titles of books, plays, lectures, etc., in-

cluding initial "A" or "The", as, "The Federal State Program for

Immigrant Education."

Titles denoting official position, when they precede a proper

noun, but not when following it, as President Suzzallo, but Henry

Suzzallo, president of the University of Washington. Do not

use long titles preceding names when it can be avoided. For

example, do not write State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Preston.

Principal words in full names of societies, companies, or in-

stitutions, as, University of Washington, American Historical

Association.

Principal words in geographical names, as, Columbia River,

Cascade Mountains.

Schools, colleges, and main divisions of a specific university,

the College of I^iberal Arts, Department of History, the Uni-

versity (referring to the University of Washington) ; but "a

college of liberal arts is the foundation of a university."

Abbreviations of college degrees.

Names of religious denominations and nouns and pronouns

of the Deity.

Names of political parties.



Sections of the country but not points of the compass, as,

the Pacific Northwest, but ''he travelled northwest."

Sections of the city, and popular names of states and cities,

as University District, the Evergreen State.

Names of holidays, as Thanksgiving Day.

Names of races and nationalities and adjectives derived from

them, as, Aryan, Roman law.

Names that have been estabUshed as definite historical des-

ignations of periods or events, as, the Seven Years War, the

Louisiana Purchase.

Months, days of week, but not seasons except when person-

ified, as, January, Monday, autumn.

Named streets, boulevards, avenues, squares, buildings, etc.,

as University Boulevard, Pioneer Square, Commerce Hall.

Use small capitals for abbreviations of time of day, a. m.,

p. M. ; also B. c. and a. d.

Do not capitalize

:

Names of school or college studies, except languages.

Freshman, sophomore, junior, senior.

College degrees when spelled out.

Official titles following the name or used without the name,

as, J. G. Smith, lieutenant in the National Guard.

Seasons of the year, as, spring, autumn.

Words like state, government, legislature, council, etc., when
they are not intended to designate a particular body. In such

cases they are merely common nouns. Government in American

usage is always a common noun. In English affairs it may be

a party designation. In capitalizing legislative bodies care should

be taken to know the exact designation, as the states differ. In

Washington we have a Legislature ; in New York, an Assembly

;

in Massachusetts, a Great and General Court. When the general

term legislature is used in referring to the New York Assembly

or the Massachusetts Great and General Court there is no reason

for capitalizing it.



Usage varies greatly in regard to the word state. It is better

not to capitalize it unless it is personified for some special pur-

pose or when it stands alone to represent some particular state.

In "the state of Washington" it is not a part of a name but is

a descriptive common noun. In "the State" referring to the state

of Washington as a personified entity a capital is justified but

not necessary.

Proper nouns in such well knoAvn commercial designations as

china clay, gothic type, roman type, india ink, india rubber,

merino sheep, morocco leather, russia leather, Venetian blinds.

Proper names converted into verbs by suffixes, such as

christianize, prussianize.

III. Punctuation

The present tendency in punctuation is toward simplicity.

Avoid the use of punctuation marks not necessary to the sense.

Positive rules of recognized authority are few.

Omit punctuation at ends of lines in inscriptions, title page,

headlines, lists of names or subjects arranged in columns instead

of paragraphs, and elsewhere when position or arrangement

makes the meaning quite clear without a point.

Omit period after

:

(a) per cent, pro tem, viz, vs, and when justified by reputable

usage after other abbreviations and contractions.

(b) letters used as names and not abbreviations, Company
A, K Street.

(c) nicknames.

Comma :

Use comma before "and" in a series of more than two, thus

:

English, French, and Spanish.

Before a quotation in a paragraph, if of one sentence use a

comma, if of more than one use a colon.

Use a comma after whereas and resolved, and follow with

a lower case letter, "Resolved, that we, the members * * *"



Comma and Semicolon :

In sentences containing two sets of subjects and predicates

—

in other words, two clauses—connected by and, but, or some

similar conjunction, the clauses should be separated by at least

a comma; and if either clause is long or contains a subordinate

clause, use a semicolon. The foregoing sentence is a good

example of this.

lyist of names, with places or offices, thus : John Smith,

Auburn; T. F. Brown, Kent.

Colon :

Use colon after a statement introducing a direct quotation of

more than one sentence, or of a long complex sentence ; and after

expressions like "as follows," whether expressed or understood.

Examples : He said : "There is no coal being mined at present.

If this situation continues," etc; but, he said, "There is no coal

being mined at present." There are forty-one new ships : Vesta,

Neptune, etc.

Hyphen

:

Use sparingly. Do not manufacture compound words unless

well established usage plainly requires it. As an example, in the

foregoing sentence, there is no good reason for a hyphen between

"well" and "established." Use hyphen in compound numbers, as,

thirty-five. Write today, tomorrow, without hyphen. Do not use

hyphen after prefixed co, pre, and re, except in cases where it is

necessary to indicate a distinction in meaning, as, recreation and

re-creation.

The combination "well known" may be two words or a

compound. "It is well known that," etc. "The well-known rule."

Avoid the use of two nouns together, one as an adjective, as,

"world war." When it is necessary to use them do not hyphenate.



IV. Abbreviations

Use sparingly in descriptive or narrative writing. Never use

any abbreviation that will not be perfectly understood by the

reader.

An abbreviation should not begin a sentence.

In dates spell out names of months and use figures, not

ordinal numbers, as, January 19, 1920.

Spell out titles of office (Governor, Colonel, President), but

abbreviate titles of attainment (Dr., Hon., Rev., Mr., Mrs.,

Messrs.).

V. Numbers

Use arable numerals generally ; roman only in quotations or

for classifications.

Use arable numerals for numbered paragraphs.

Never open a sentence with figures.

Spell out numbers of less than four figures and all round

numbers (that is, hundreds, thousands, and their multiples).

Numbers of four figures should be set in figures, and when
numbers occur in great frequency in a single paragraph or chapter

they should all be set in figures. Round numbers should also be

set in figures when in close contrast with numbers not round.

Write twenty-three hundred, not two thousand three hundred.

Use comma in numbers of five figures or more, except in tele-

phone and street numbers.

When sums of money are mentioned in the text, do not put

ciphers after decimal, thus, $537, not $537.00.

Use no apostrophe in plural of figures.

Do not use d, th, and st in dates when following the month,

write January 13, 1919; written out, thirteenth not 13th.

Abbreviate number when followed by numerals, as No. 6.

Class of '19 may be used for class of 1919.

Use figures for foot-notes or references.



VI . MlSCE:i.IyANE:0US

Use postal guide for abbreviation of states.

Do not use state with names of towns in Washington.

On doubtful spelling use the Standard Dictionary.

Capitals will be used for chapter or large division headings,

capitals and small capitals for centered subheads, small capitals

for centered sub-subheads, and italics for side heads, either

standing by themselves or run into the paragraph.

In the series of University of Washington Publications run-

ning heads shall contain, in addition to folio, the author's surname

on the left hand page and a brief title on the right hand page.

Footnotes : It is the policy of the Committee on Publications

to consolidate all notes at the end of a book or article, with back

references to chapter and page. Variations from this practice

when desired by an author may be made if approved by the

appropriate editorial board, or by the Style Committee in the

case of publications not under a special editorial board. Appeal

from an unsatisfactory decision may be made to the Committee

on Publications.

References shall be indicated by superior figures in the text,

and ordinary figures shall be used in connection with the note

itself. Reference figures shall run serially for chapters or corre-

sponding main divisions.

Citations shall be made in the following forms

:

Bell, The Lay of the Lost Cat, 1. 2. 176. Houghton

Mifflin Co., Boston, 1875.

Names of books are to be printed in italics ; those of articles

and single poems in roman, enclosed in quotation marks.



Digitized by the Internet Archive

in 2014

https://archive.org/details/rulesofstyleforuOOuniv
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